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Job snapshot  

Emma S 

Training & Employment Initiatives Manager 

 

I work on different Renewal SA Project each day in different location, including various meetings with government departments to find 
money for social inclusion initiatives within our projects.  I also spend time with our contractors out on site delivering infrastructure work 
to place local people into work experience and jobs. 

Lastly, I liaise with the non for profit sector to develop economic opportunities for local communities where are projects are being 
developed  

Highlights of my role 
We get to use state government infrastructure to deliver REAL benefits to the local communities where our projects are being 
delivered.  What a great use of tax payers money. 

The best way to more choices is a job, and we provide these opportunities.  We get to involve local people in rebuilding their own 
community. 

I love attending our training program graduations and seeing the difference our project has made in people lives and visiting our work 
experience placements and job placements out on site and watching their self confidence build. 

Challenges of my role 
One of the biggest challenges is ensuring that all our stakeholders collaborate and get the outcomes they are seeking on a variety of 
initiatives.  

Other challenges come with changes in state and federal government affects funding that I use for many engagement, training and 
employment initiatives.   

It is also challenging to witness the different levels of disadvantage and social barriers that stop people from moving forward such as 
numeracy and literacy issues, homelessness, addiction, mental health and domestic violence. 

Why I like working at Renewal SA 
It's so exciting to be part of an organisation at the forefront of “building communities”. I love helping Renewal SA to not only be about 
bricks and mortar BUT to have a social and community focus through what I do.  My colleagues are great and it’s a great culture. 

The freedom and flexibility I have to do my job is liberating.  I love all the different project I get to work on – from Renewal to Industrial 
to commercial – lots of variety. 


